
How to Select Your Watch Size 

After you've chosen the wrist watch that best suits your needs and your budget, now is the time 

to think about the size of your watch. 

As adjusting your attire according to your body's size and shape is the key to looking good, the 

key to wearing a watch that you can be confident about is selecting one that is proportionate to 

your wrist. There may be many differences among watches when it comes to design, price and 

brand name prestige, but the perfect watch is always one that fits well on you. 

This guide will help you find the correct size to fit your Watch. 

Then, make sure you check your wrist. 

This will allow you to determine where your wrist falls between small to large. This is 

particularly important if you buy a watch online , but you are unable to try it on. 

Find a tailor's tape measurement and measure your wrist, over the bone. Make sure that the tape 

isn't too tight or too loose. In general, women's or slender wrists are usually 6 inches or less, 6-7 

inches are small to medium, while 7.5 and above are large range. 

Here are some points to be aware of now that you know your wrist size. 

CASE DIAMETER 

The diameter of the case is the measurement of the watch at the edge of the case, excluding the 

crown and pushers. 

CASE THICKNESS 

The thickness of the case is the highest point that the watch is placed on your wrist. The case 

thickness is generally greater than the case. Although there are no absolute rules regarding case 

thickness however, it is essential to remember that the thickness of watches is dependent on the 

complications as well as what it is used with. When you desire to learn new information about 

british watches, you must check here at https://www.uniformwares.com/ website. 

A military, dive watch, and chronograph watch, for instance, are thicker because they require 

more intricate movements to power them. This extra space is required to accommodate their 

needs. If your shirt is custom made the more expensive watches may not fit under the armpit. 

The slimmer watches are best suitable for formal events. 

STRAP WIDTH OR BRACELET WIDTH 

A well-proportioned watch usually has a band that is roughly half the width of its case. For 

instance, if you opt to purchase a 42mm model and the band's width is 22mm, then the width is 

supposed to be about 22 millimeters. 
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If you're a lover of wide or fat watches, you'll typically need to buy a watch that has a larger 

case. 

The material of the band also influences how large the watch will look at your wrist. Metal 

bracelets will always feel and appear heavier than a fabric or leather strap. There are many 

various styles with the strap. Leather and metal straps are more formal while NATO or fabric 

straps look more athletic. 

WATCH DETAILS 

Beyond the dimensions of the strap and watch itself, it is crucial to take into consideration the 

specifics of the watch, such as the markers, hands and pushers, in addition to the crowns and 

crowns. These factors will determine how noticeable your watch will appear when worn on your 

wrist. 

The kind of watch determines the size of the case available. For example, a vintage watch will 

tend to measure around 31 to 36mm because these were the norms of the time decades ago. A 

sports watch should be between 38 and 47mm. The 39-41mm dimension is the most popular size 

for the cases of sports watches that are popular including Rolex professional models. 

Watches for women that are Unisex or his and hers watches will generally measure between 36 

and 40mm. It was the typical size of a male's watch. But, increasingly more women are opting 

for more of a fashionable look. The typical women's watch size is between 26-31mm and while 

they're great for dress watches, these may be too small for someone who is looking for a sporty 

appearance. 

As such, for those with small wrists watches with minimal features are the best. On the other 

hand, people with larger wrists can wear watches with more dominant features. 

Certain rules are essential. 

These guidelines are just guidelines. There are some rules you should adhere to. The case of the 

watch shouldn't extend beyond the curve of your wrist. A large watch can make an impact, but if 

the lugs sit beyond the wrist, it'll be uncomfortable to wear and you should go for smaller 

watch.The Watch should also not leave marks on your wrist at the end of the day. This indicates 

that you're in need of a more sized and a bigger watch. 

Watches can be a major investment. We recommend that you touch, hold the watch, and try it 

before making a purchase. If not locate a retailer who will show you the watch on your wrist. 

How do you determine if your watch is the right size? The timepiece you choose will appear and 

feel as if it was specifically designed for you. 

 


